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Michael Phelps in action on Saturday

Phelps outshines Lochte
in 100m butterfly
Athens: Michael Phelps turned in perhaps the most impressive performance
so far in his comeback, posting the thirdfastest time in the world this year while
easily beating rival Ryan Lochte in the
100-meter butterfly at the Bulldog Grand
Slam on Friday. Despite some problems
with his turn, Phelps had the packed
house roaring when he touched in 51.67
seconds, considerably faster than the
52.11 he posted at the Santa Clara Grand
Prix three weeks ago. Lochte was a distant second in 53.08.

‘Barca will help Suarez reintegrate’
Barcelona: Barcelona's president
says the Spanish club will ensure Luis
Suarez “successfully reintegrates”
into football following his lengthy ban
for biting a World Cup opponent.
Suarez secured a move to Barcelona from Liverpool on Friday but is
banned from all football-related activities for four months after biting a
player during Uruguay’s world cup
match against Italy in Brazil last
month.
Josep Maria Bartomeu says Barcelona backs Uruguay's appeal of the FIFA ban to the Court of Arbitration for
Sport, saying Suarez “recognized his
mistake and Barca will be making
sure he successfully reintegrates into
the football world.”
Barcelona was undeterred by the
latest in Suarez's lengthy list of mis-
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Suarez and Gerrard at the World Cup 2014

demeanors in agreeing to a $130 million deal. Suarez joins Lionel Messi
and Neymar as Barcelona looks to
bounce back from its first season
without a major trophy since 2007.

Coimbatore: Asia Pacific Rally Champion (APRC) Gaurav Gill (co-driver Musa
Sherif) showed who the boss is as he demolished the field in his factory-supported Mahindra XUV 500 to take the overall
lead after Leg 1 in the Rally of Coimbatore, the second round of the Indian Rally
Championship (IRC), here on Saturday.
Gill dominated and finished with a lead of
one minute, 29 seconds over secondplaced Arjun Rao (Satish Rajagopal)
which he plans to nurse on Sunday when
the remaining two Special Stages will be
run.
Blel Kadri makes for a happy picture on Saturday

India fail Japan test in opener

Czech police detain man
threatening Kvitova
Prague: Czech police have detained a
man who threatened in a phone call to
hurt newly-crowned Wimbledon champion Petra Kvitova, local media reported
on Saturday. The 53-year-old man did not
call the 2011 and 2014 Wimbledon winner
directly but addressed his threats to her,
said the website of the DNES broadsheet
without further details. TNN/AGENCIES

Gerardmer:
Blel
Kadri
earned France its first Tour de
France win this year on stage
eight, a 161-km trek from Tomblaine, as race leader Vincenzo Nibali showed a first
glimpse of weakness on Saturday. Nibali retained the yellow
jersey by finishing third, three
seconds behind Spaniard Alberto Contador.
Twice Tour winner Contador attacked on the last ascent
and the Italian could not respond after team mate Jakob
Fuglsang was dropped in the
final climb.
American Andrew Talansky, who crashed on Friday, hit

Steady Chikka cruises
to title win in Srinagar
Srinagar: S Chikkarangappa of
Bangalore came up with his third
straight score of four-under-68 in
the final round to cruise to a comfortable six-shot victory at the PGTI
Kashmir Masters, here on Saturday.
Chikkarangappa ended with a

GOLF ROUNDUP
total of 19-under-269 at Rs. 50 lakh
PGTI Super Series event at the Royal Springs Golf Course.
Delhi's Rashid Khan secured
runner-up position at 13-under-275
after posting a one-over-73 in round
four. Kolkata's Rahil Gangjee came
in third at 12-under-276. He shot a 69

Gerrard salutes departing mate
London: Liverpool captain Steven
Gerrard paid an emotional tribute to
Luis Suarez as the Uruguay striker's
move to Barcelona was confirmed on
Friday. England midfielder Gerrard,
who rates Suarez as the best individual he has played alongside, took to Instagram to post a picture of the pair
celebrating together.
“On an emotional day for me
would just like to say what a pleasure
it has been playing with an amazing
talent such as Luis,” Gerrard wrote
along the picture.
“I would like to thank him for his
outstanding contribution on the pitch
during his time @liverpoolfc and to
wish him and his family all the best on
his new adventure in Spain. #lfclegend.” AGENCIES

Kadri gives France
first stage victory
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Gill poised to win Coimbatore rally

Nagpur: For a team playing with just
three point guards, India did well to boost
their morale in the early part of the game
against 2012 silver medalists, but as
things would have it, the unfancied rivals
threw in the towel in the second quarter
as Japan coasted along for a 75-52 win in
the 5th Fiba Asia Cup at Wuhan, China, on
Saturday.
Results: Japan (Joji Takeuchi 13, Yusuke
Okada 11) bt India (Amritpal Singh 15,
Vishesh Briguvanshi 8, Amjyot Singh 7)
75-52 (15-13, 23-11, 22-10, 15-18).
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on the final day.

McIlroy slumps as three share
lead at Scottish Open
Aberdeen: Rory McIlroy surrendered the lead at the Scottish Open
with his latest second-round meltdown on Friday, leaving three players tied for first place.
Kristoffer Broberg of Sweden,
Argentina's Ricardo Gonzalez and
Marc Warren of Scotland were atop
the leaderboard on 6 under, with
just 17 of 150 players shooting below
70 on the par-71 Royal Aberdeen
links course. McIlroy shot a courserecord 64 in the first round but followed it up with a 78. AGENCIES

the tarmac again on the slippery descent from the Col de la
Grosse Pierre with less than
10-km to go.
The Garmin-Sharp rider
lost more than two minutes to
Nibali and Contador, dropping to 16th overall.
Australian Richie Porte,
promoted to Team Sky leader
after defending champion
Chris Froome pulled out injured following a crash, finished fourth in the stage ahead
of French hope Thibaut Pinot.
“I think it is going to be a
duel between Nibali and Contador. I'm still a bit behind,”
said FDJ.fr rider Pinot. REUTERS

Oly champ retires at 24
Paris: An Olympic champion in the 400meter freestyle at the 2012 London
Games, Camille Muffat of France is retiring from competition at the age of 24.
Muffat was also a runner-up in the
200-meter freestyle and won a bronze
medal in the 4x200 freestyle relay two
years ago.
Muffat intended to compete in the
2016 Rio Games, but said in the Saturday

edition of French daily
L'Equipe that “I knew becoming an Olympic champion in 2016 would be 100
times more complicated.”
Muffat was the star of
French swimming with
Yannick Agnel. She said it was a carefully thought-out decision to retire but did
not rule out a comeback.
She said: “It's maybe a mistake. But I
don't think I'll regret it.” AP

